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Abstract

The traditional main mechanisms to advance science and technology in the space sector have recently been complemented by the
use of competitions, prizes and games. Historically competitions and ex-ante prizes have played an important role among the tools
of governments to stimulate innovation and advance science and technologies. Triggered by the success of the Ansari X-Prize
in late 1990s / early 2000, these mechanisms have steadily gained grounds and supporters, also among governments. Scholarly
literature on the effectiveness, advantages and disadvantages of these methods is emerging but still scarce. Most of the available
scholarly literature assesses their impact based on US case studies and examples. The present paper provides a first analysis of
these mechanisms and tools within the European Space Agency (ESA), based on three different areas: scientific research within
its Advanced Concepts Team, business and innovation oriented competitions and prizes within the technology transfer programme
and system level studies within the General Studies Programme.

The ESA Advanced Concepts Team has experimented and used new ways of engaging with the larger scientific community via
the use of scientific competitions, online games and scientific crowdsourcing experiments. The Technology Transfer programme
uses challenges and prizes to engage with students, for businesses and entrepreneurs and to showcase successes and opportunities.
Within the General Studies Programme, challenges and competitions are used to trigger early assessments of innovative systems
and compare system-level solutions.

The present papers presents an overview and analysis of these different methods, including results obtained by using these tools
during the past 8 years.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present paper presents an overview of the use of prizes,
competitions and games by the European Space Agency and in
particular by three distinct activity areas: advanced concepts,
technology transfer and general studies. It first outlines the
main properties of these tools, together with a short overview
of their use and a brief analysis of the scholarly literature on the
subject. Sections 2, 2.4 and 3.5 describe and assess how these
tools are used in the frame of its Advanced Concepts Team,
its Technology Transfer Office and the General Studies Pro-
gramme respectively.
1.1. Competition and Prizes

With the turn of the century, two relatively new phe-
nomena regarding prizes have emerged in the scientific and
technical field: high-velue science prizes and inducement
prizes/technical grand challenges.

On the one hand, a number of new, high-value science prizes
have joined the traditional high-prestige reward prizes such as
the Nobel Prize, the Fields medals, the Abel prize and the
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Lasker awards: the most valuable ones are the Fundamen-
tal Physics Prize (introduced in 2012) and the Breakthrough
Prize in Life Sciences (introduced in 2013), both awarding
$3M, followed by the 2013 introduced asian Tang Prize and
the Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering. Most of these
have been initiated and sponsored by wealthy individuals. The
relatively large sums involved and the motivations for these
prizes have already started changing the scientific reward prize
landscape and raised a number of questions on their impact
and effectiveness.[1] One of the criticism relates to the post-
achievement nature of such award prizes, raising the question
whether such high prizes would not be more effective if they
were used to drive research directly.

This point is addressed by the second recent phenomenon
regarding prizes: the renaissance of incentive or inducement
prizes. These have played only minor roles during the second
half of the 20th century but got strong attraction since the turn
of the century, following the highly publicised success of the
Ansari X-Prize. The present paper deals with the opportunities
of such inducement prizes and their use within the context of
the European Space Agency.

Research grants, the traditional mean of governments to fund
research during the second half of the 20th century, have also
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added an almost prize-like form at their upper extremes in Eu-
rope. As an example, the European Commission has initiated
a “Future and Emerging Technologies ‘flagship’ competition”,
for which the winners were announced in January 2013. The
winning teams were competing for an unusually large research
grant fund for proposed research work. Each of the two winning
proposals received e 500M, which according to the European
Commission will “help to improve the lives, health and pros-
perity of millions of Europeans”.[2] These are reported as be-
ing among the biggest awards ever made for research. The two
winning proposals are the Human Brain Project, a supercom-
puter simulation of the human brain and the Graphene project,
aiming to “take graphene and related layered materials from
academic laboratories to society, revolutionise multiple indus-
tries and create economic growth and new jobs in Europe.”[3]

1.1.1. Terms
The scholarly literature tends to differentiate between differ-

ent types of prizes. Davis and Davis distinguishes between on
the one hand ex ante R&D prizes and related incentive sys-
tems like patent buy-outs and secondly, and rewards based on ex
post data.[4] They then differentiate between three types of ex
ante prize systems: 1) intra-firm incentives, 2) pre-bidding sig-
nalling devices in procurement and other contracting systems,
and 3) ex ante “grand prizes” to stimulate R&D.

The third category is by far the least studied. In such grand
prizes, “the sponsor of the prize defines a problem to be solved,
a reward for solving it, and the terms of the contest. The sponsor
evaluates the different entries and determines the winner. The
reward is often a large cash payment, but it may also consist
of credible commitments by future buyers to purchase a given
quantity of a product that satisfies specified criteria.”[4] Authors
refer to such ex ante grand prizes also as “inducement prizes”
or “grand challenges”.

1.1.2. History of competitions and prizes in spurring scientific
and technical innovation

Prizes and the associated competitions for them have been
one of the main mechanisms to trigger the advancement of tech-
nological progress until the 18th century.[5] They were used
to trigger research on important challenges of the time. It is
reported that more than twice as many 18th-century scientific
societies paid for results using prizes or medals than paid for
effort with grants.1.

Records for some of these prizes date back to the 16th cen-
tury though most reported inducement prizes are from the 18th
and 19th centuries. These span practically all disciplines, from
agriculture and food, to construction, architecture, medicine,
flight, mathematics and navigation to arts, social improvements
and governance related topics.[7]

One of the best know historic examples of ex ante grand
prizes is the £20,000 Longitude Prize sponsored by the British
Government for anyone who could devise a way for a ship’s
navigator to determine its longitude and therefore its position at

1Robin Hanson, an economist at George Mason University, cited in [6]

sea.[8] The most important prize winner was John Harrison, in
1773, revolutionising maritime navigation and thus trade. The
british longitude prize was preceded by two unclaimed span-
ish and dutch longitude prizes two centuries earlier. Similar
prizes were used also by other European governments. The
French government under Napoleon offered an award of 12,000
French francs via the Society for the Encouragement of Indus-
try for an effective method of preserving large amounts of food,
which was won in 1809 by Nicolas Franois Appert. His method
to sterilise and preserve food by heat and subsequent air-tight
sealing (originally in Champaign bottles) directly led to food
cans.

In the 20th century, prizes plaid an important role in spurring
innovation and progress in the nascent aviation sector. Well
known prizes include the 1900 Deutsch de la Meurthe prize of
100,000 French francs to the first machine capable of flying a
round trip from the Parc Saint Cloud to the Eiffel Tower in Paris
and back in less than thirty minutes, the £1000 prize from the
British Daily Mail newspaper for the first flight across the En-
glish Channel (won by Louis Bleriot in July 1909) following by
a number of similar prizes leading to the first transatlantic flight
in 1919 and the first solo flight from England to Australia in
1930. The best known aviation prize however was the $25,000
Orteig Prize for the first nonstop flight between New York and
Paris offered in 1919 and won May 1927 by Charles Lindbergh.

Following the second world war, advances in science and
technology were mainly made via regular mainly governmen-
tal science funding and research grants. Murray et al. list some
potential explanations for this shift, including rising costs of in-
novation (it would be too difficult to raise the required research
funds in advance of a potential later awards) and the “difficulty
in designing prizes which credibly commit to rewarding quali-
fied winners however unexpected the design or the innovator”.

The most famous recent innovation prize is most likely the
1996 $10M Ansari X-Prize, promoting private space flight. The
prize was won in 2004, after the two successful flights of Space-
ShipOne.

The subsequent renaissance in the use of prizes has been fur-
ther promoted in 2010 by the US government, which uses chal-
lenges and prizes to promote open government.[10]

The rapid increase of the use of prizes by governments, or-
ganisations and corporations seems to have been based mainly
on the recognition of reported successes, results and lessons
learned while the scholarly literature has been rather sparse on
the topic until recently. The most thorough recent analysis re-
ported was in form of a 2011 PhD thesis defended by Luciano
Ray on “How do prizes induce innovation? Learning from the
Google Lunar X Prize” and related follow-up publications such
as his 2013 book on the same topic.[11]

The sections of this paper relevant to competitions, chal-
lenges and prizes draw from the analysis of Kay. Murray et al.
have published in 2012 the first scholarly work dedicated to the
systematic examination of the use of what they call a “Grand
Innovation Prize” to address the lack of economic theory on the
properties of innovation prizes, or how prizes operate in com-
parison to other incentive mechanisms. By analysing in detail
from various angles a specific X-Prize challenge, Murray et al.
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attempt to address the lack of empirical studies of contemporary
grand innovation prizes.[9]

1.1.3. Motivation for competition organisers and sponsors
Scholars have reported a number of reasons for the use of

prizes by organisations to induce research and development ef-
fort from individuals or organisations. These include

• to encourage basic research; [5, 6]

• to spur the initial development of an industry;[9]

• to focus innovative efforts on problems for which solutions
otherwise do not seem to be forthcoming; [4]

• to open and increase the traditional communities dealing
with certain challenges; [11]

• to provide a transparent, equal and fair comparison differ-
ent solutions; [11]

• to reduce the risk of public research investments by paying
only in case of successful results; [9, 11]

• to increase the effectiveness of research funds by counting
on multiple times the prize money made as investments by
competitors; [9]

• to obtain intellectual property rights; [9]

• to identify brightest researchers and problem solvers in
certain areas;

• to reduce the administrative effort and bureaucratic bur-
den; [11]

• to take advantage of governmental budget spending rules,
since prize money is reserved for several years and does
not need to be re-approved every year in some countries;

• to raise public attention; [11]

• to identify problems requiring solutions that go beyond the
need of the organising organisation and thus promise hav-
ing other customers for resulting products, which could
increase the reliability of future supply situations;

1.1.4. Competitions and open innovation
Given the importance of innovation for economic growth,

governments no longer only stimulate research and develop-
ment to solve specific problems and address challenges. The
impact on economic growth has become an increasingly impor-
tant driver for governmental R&D spending. The associated
governmental tools to encouraging innovation and protecting
innovators are centred around patents and intellectual property
in general. Inventors are granted via a patent a time-limited
monopoly. This is specifically true for innovations with a po-
tential commercial application. Basic research is funded mainly
by grants, with peer-reviewed publications serving both as in-
tellectual property tool and quality measurement.

Harford speculates that prizes could eventually replace
patents as main tool for governments to stimulate innovation.
Governments could offer prizes for innovations, thus immedi-
ate monetary rewards to these and at the same time free the
innovation to be used by everybody, thus increasing the speed
of innovation diffusion and the associated benefits. The diffi-
culty of fixing appropriate prize levels ex ante as reported by
Harford seems only problematic when compared with the cur-
rent patent system, which links the value of a patent solely to
its market success in exploiting its monopoly use. The deter-
mination of the amount of ex ante prizes however would also
take into account the effort in achieving the innovation and its
potential societal benefits.

1.1.5. Space sector agencies pioneering use of prizes in the US
context

Possibly due to the closeness to the aeronautic sector and
inspired by the role of prizes in the early development of air-
planes, the space sector has been among first and the most ac-
tive adopter of prizes since the late 1990s. These prizes started
essentially in 1995 wit the “Ansari X-Prize”, the 1997 “Bud-
weiser Cup”, the 1997 “Cheap Access to Space Prize”, the
2004 “America’s Space Prize” and in the same year the launch
of the NASA “Centennial Challenges”. These included chal-
lenges such as a “Regolith Excavation Challenge”, a “Green-
Flight challenge”, a “strong tether challenge”, a “power beam-
ing challenge”, a “lunar lander challenge”, an a“stronaut glove
challenge”, a “sample return robot challenge”, a “robot night
challenge” and the “UAS Airspace Operations Challenge”. In
addition to the government, private entities issued also high-
profile challenges such as the “Google Lunar X-Prize”.

While NASA is among the most prolific US agencies using
inducement prizes and challenges, DARPA is organising some
of the biggest science and technology challenges in the US.
The DARPA challenges show that in principle, relatively large
amounts of money could be granted via prizes (up to $50M),
though most prizes are well below the $10M limit.

Europe, and especially ESA has been using inducement
prizes in a similar manner. These have not yet been reported and
described systematically. The scholarly literature has therefore
also not taken these and their results into account.

1.1.6. Key aspects of successful competitions
Given the increasing interest in competition and prizes as

tools for innovation, the scholarly literature has reported a num-
ber of key characteristics for competitions to be successful. For
a more thorough review of these and how they apply to the dif-
ferent types of competitions, the reader is referred to the dedi-
cated scientific literature on the topic such as

For the purpose of the present analysis, these can be sum-
marised to these general characteristics

• suitable incentives

• clear rules (for determining winners in an non-ambiguous
way)

• suitable topics and problem framing
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Table 1: Summary comparison of prizes and grants/monopolies as tools for innovation

Prizes Grants and Patents

Advantages Advantages
reach a wider community of problem solvers
attract new actors & unconventional approaches
stimulate decision-making and entrepreneurship
low administrative overhead
also for goods/goals not suitable for markets
faster sharing and distribution of innovation

more steady innovation financing
better control over the process and progress
better suitable for large research communities
directly linked to market value
prospect of monopolies generates large resources for R&D
opportunities for innovations indep. of governments

Disadvantages Disadvantages
difficult to pre-specify useful outcomes from research
non-sustainable support of S&T advancements
less suitable for gradual technology maturation

weaker link to simply formulated (societal) needs
closer community
innovation stifling by monopolies

• clear timeframes / deadlines

• publicity

Suitable incentives can be not just a cash prizes, but also pub-
licity, prestige or contract opportunities. Deadline tend to help
attracting informally organised teams, to help assembling re-
sources and motivate people. The choice of the topic is proba-
bly the most difficult one.

1.2. Criteria for competition subjects and topics
The scholarly debate on the type of problems and topics that

are suitable for competitions and prizes is still open. Similarly,
there are no clear cut criteria to decide when a traditional grant
scheme is preferable to competitions and prizes as tools for
achieving certain goals. Additionally, while the use of grants
and patents is well established as a tool for industrial policy,
the opportunities and drawbacks of competitions and prizes for
industrial policy are poorly understood.

Some reported general criteria for topics for what is some-
times called “grand challenges” include:

• open to many possible solutions

• uncertainty on best option / solution

• room for lateral thinking

• accessibility to a larger community of potential problem
solvers

• followup commercial interest

For the purpose of this paper, space missions can be de-
scribed as large, complex problems, which are subdivided into
many layers of sub and sub-subsystems and thus sub-problems.
These are individually developed, often with substantial uncer-
tainties on the actual path to follow at beginning of a mission.
Especially for science and exploration missions, the develop-
ment of these subsystems tends to include significant research

and development activities. The interdependencies of these
subsystems are dealt with via interface requirement documents.

The approach to research and development for each of the
subsystems needs to be success oriented and thus by conse-
quence tends to follow a conservative approach that is most
likely to succeed, innovating only where necessary for mis-
sion success. The natural way to increase the level of inno-
vation in such missions is to make them more ambitious, thus
forcing engineers to consider novel approaches. This however
also naturally increases overall mission risk levels, and tends to
contribute to budget and schedule overruns. Could prizes pro-
vide an alternative option to include novel solutions into regu-
lar spacecraft designs without jeopardising overall risk levels,
schedules and budgets? Could space projects describe subsys-
tem problems for which a solution is planned for via R&D in a
manner that would include the interface requirements, the re-
quired time schedule, the subsystem objectives and an asso-
ciated prize, and attract a larger, typically engineering/science
community to put forward novel solutions?

A pathway to implement such an approach would be via a
platform to call for solution to space problems. Such “prob-
lems” could come from within ESA or from industry, in
which case the prize for the solution might be born by in-
dustry or co-funded by ESA (e.g. if related to specific tech-
nical R&D problems faced by industrial companies/research
centres/universities in the execution of ESA contracts). ESA
could use existing commercial platforms or create, together
with space industry a dedicated space platform. Initially, such
problems would be those that are not on a critical path, solutions
that would be “nice to have”, problems for which no known so-
lution exists and which are therefore not addressed via regular
technology development programmes and problems for which
solutions exist but where there is a potential for improvement.

1.2.1. Organisation of competitions
Different organisations have adopted different organisational

approaches to competitions. Most competitions have no inter-
mediate decision points at which contestants are down-selected.
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For some of the more complex and demanding competitions,
such an approach has been tried. It substantially adds overhead
costs but by organising a two stage selection process, in which
the most promising competitors are selected in the first round
and then given some additional funding in order to compete
in the second round, the process becomes more structured and
higher success-oriented. The US DARPA has organised some
of its challenges in this way. (e.g. the Urban and Robotics
Challenges.)

1.3. Games
Contrary to the use of competitions, challenges and prizes

in the pursuit of innovation and advancing scientific research,
which has recently received some attention in the scholarly lit-
erature especially following the work of Kay, only very few
scholarly articles explore the use of games for advancing scien-
tific research.[11]

Good and Su proposed in 2011 an analysis of “games with
a purpose”.[12] Scientific games tend to be associated with the
concept of scientific crowdsourcing. Scientific crowdsourcing
has been enabled by the widespread use of connected comput-
ing devices. It taps into the cognitive labour of a large number
of individuals, usually considered as interested lay-persons in
the respective field. In most cases, large complex problems are
divided into relatively small, possibly easy but time-consuming
tasks, which can be performed with little or almost no training.
These are then distributed to a large number of volunteers.[12]

Examples range from folding proteins to classifying astro-
nomical images and annotating genome sequences. Harness the
voluntary contributions of many volunteers usually outside of
the traditional scientific communities.

The most critical challenge for many of these scientific
crowdsourcing efforts is to attract the required large number of
individual volunteers.

The motivations for individuals to voluntarily contribute to
crowdsourcing initiatives have been widely debated, but they
range from altruism, to ego, to a shared sense of purpose. One
emerging trend expands that list of motivations to include the
pursuit of fun and enjoyment through games. Khatib et al. have
described several success stories behind Foldit, a game for pro-
tein folding.[13] Among these successes, the most recent and
perhaps the most groundbreaking was the development of a
novel algorithm for protein folding by game players.[13]

While scholarly work on the topic is still lacking, it seems
clear from the reported evidence that purposefully designed
games can help advance scientific progress.[12, 13]

2. COMPETITIONS AND GAMES USED FOR
ADVANCED RESEARCH

The Advanced Concepts Team (ACT) of the European Space
Agency (ESA) was created in 2002 with the mission to “mon-
itor, perform and foster research on advanced space systems,
innovative concepts and working methods”. [14–16] As part of
its task, the team delivers to ESA rigorous and rapid assess-
ments of advanced concepts not necessarily yet linked to space.

It furthermore performs research on, explores and experiments
with new working methods. These include also competitions,
prizes and games. The ACT operates at an average annual fund-
ing of about e 1M, provided entirely by the ESA General Stud-
ies Programme. [17] This figure includes its internal costs plus
overheads (e.g. in form of salaries for its researchers) as well as
external research grants. [15]

Its main contractual mechanism for collaborative research
with universities is the Ariadna scheme, a mechanism for col-
laborative research between ACT and university researchers,
with three distinct funding levels from small e 15k exploratory
studies to e 35k extended studies. Beside this scheme, other
means for collaborative research have emerged and gained im-
portance over time.
2.1. TheSpaceGame - Intuitive design of optimal trajectories

“The Space Game” is a browser based game and a crowd-
sourcing experiment developed by the Advanced Concepts
Team with the goal to improve the methods for designing in-
terplanetary trajectories.[18] During the 2011 “Space Week” it
was the most visited listed ‘event’. In one only week more than
3000 users created their account, played the game and submit-
ted at least one valid solution. All solutions are visualised in
real time on the website and explained with additional informa-
tion.

In the game, the player is confronted with the task of finding
optimal planetary phasing allowing low ∆V transfers between
solar system planets as computed using a multiple gravity as-
sist model.[19] While such a trajectory model is rather simple
and, in fact, only suitable for preliminary mission design (early
phase 1) it contains many of the basic building blocks of more
complex trajectories: a fly-by propagator, a multi revolution
Lambert solver and a complex planetary encounter sequence.
It is interesting to see how the best trajectory returned during
the space week (visualised in Figure 1) exploits multiple rev-
olutions in the Lambert’s problem to achieve its very low ∆V .
The collected data allows to extract information on the process
players adopt to find good trajectories, a process based essen-
tially on intuition.

The game was also later selected as one of the Google
Chromium Experiments, a showcase of emerging and innova-
tive uses of the html5 technology for browser based applica-
tions. Along the same lines and inspired by the 6th edition of
the Global Trajectory Competition, a new game called “Space
Hopper” is being developed aiming at demonstrating that hu-
mans can, without any prior knowledge of astrodynamics, plan
their own optimal tour of the Jupiter moons performing better
than established tree search algorithms.[20]

2.2. Global Trajectory Optimisation Competition
The Global Trajectory Optimisation Competition is an event

taking place every one to two years over roughly one month
during which the best aerospace engineers and mathemati-
cians world wide challenge themselves to solve a “nearly-
impossible” problem of interplanetary trajectory design. The
problem and the rules for determining the winner and ranking
of solutions of the subsequent competition are determined by
the winning team of the previous edition.
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Figure 1: Best trajectory returned during the Space Week by the user Giovanni
Ruggeri as visualised by the game web interface. Note the double arrows in
two of the trajectory legs indicating the use of multiple revolutions.

The problem needs to be related to interplanetary trajectory
design, its complexity needs to be high enough to have no ob-
vious and fast solution and the rules for ranking and winning
need to be mathematically clear and unambiguous (typically an
objective function to be optimised). Over the years, the various
problem statements and solutions, collected in several websites
and publications, are building a formidable database of experi-
ences, solutions and challenges for the scientific community.

The competition, as reported in its dedicated web portal, at-
tracted, in its first six editions, teams from roughly one hun-
dred different international institutions including space agen-
cies (NASA, ESA, JAXA, DLR, CNES), academic institution
in Europe, China and the US and advanced research teams
located in the aerospace industry.[21] Participants tend to be
driven by the opportunity to compare own approaches and so-
lutions to others in a structured way, by the open, objective
“peer-evaluation” of solutions, by scientific pride, by the need
for peer-recognition and the simple joy of competing in solving
very difficult problems.

More than 30 publications describe the approaches of various
team to the design problems posed over the years.[21] They can
be classified as local or global, automated or human-based, di-
rect or indirect. The scientific discussion over what approach
works best is far reaching and has been at the heart of the work-
shop organised after each edition. Overall the competition is
now also recognised as an occasion for a team-building, for
improving the in-house tools and knowledge in a concentrated
one-month period.

The 7th GTOC will be organised by a joint team from Uni-
versity Sapienza of Rome and Turin Polytechnic (the winners
of the 6th edition) during one month in early 2014.[21]

2.3. AstroDrone - A scientific robotic crowdsourcing app
The AstroDrone game is the first scientific crowd sourcing

project of the ACT that also involves actual robots. Its main

scientific goal is to teach robots to use visual cues from still
images for fast distance estimations. The second goal of the
experiment is to discover relationships between the feature de-
scriptors and their sizes / distances via various machine learning
techniques.

The entire project consists of four distinct elements:

1. a hardware platform
2. a smart-phone application (app)
3. a game
4. a background scientific experiment

In order to test the hypothesis and to train algorithms to learn
the distances to objects by ‘just’ looking at their appearance
in a still image with a simple camera, it was necessary to get
a large number of various, real-live data. These data needs to
contain many different types of objects which can be classified
and reliable information of the distance between the camera and
the object(s) in the field of view. One of the most widely sold
flying gadgets, the Parrot AR drone, a quadro-copter, allows to
access the video images of the on-board cameras and the state
information of the quadro-copter including especially accelera-
tion. The processors of modern smart phones allow the running
of the algorithms to extract abstract mathematical features from
the images.[22, 23]

Putting these three elements together allowed conceiving a
method to use the quadro-copter to get the right type of raw
data and implement the algorithms in an application directly on
the smartphone. The missing element, the generation of large
amounts of data is addressed by taking advantage of the attrac-
tiveness of games and space missions. Players are presented
with a virtual reality challenge to dock to one of the docking
ports of the International Space Station which is dynamically
shown on the screen of the smartphone while actually flying
their real-world quadro-copter towards a marker and getting
different points for the time and smoothness of the docking ap-
proach. These processed features can neither be interpreted by
humans, nor can the original image be reconstructed. However,
the features can be used by robots to learn how to navigate in
their environment. Players are free to join the experiment by
going to the high score table. If players agree, the feature data
is transmitted over the internet to a central server.

The actual game part of the project is related to the interac-
tion of a physical drone that is challenged to perform different
space missions in an augmented reality setting. The first re-
lease contains the training level, in which players learn to dock
as well as possible to the International Space Station. New lev-
els will be added incrementally with new releases. An asteroid
approach and landing level is currently in the final development
phase.

The launch of the app has received a large media echo and
resulted in 10 thousand downloads within months and a steady
increase of scientific data.

2.4. Analysis of competition uses of the ACT

Compared to the different motivations listed in the scholarly
literature on the reasons for organisations using competitions as
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Figure 2: AstroDrone scientific robotic crowdsourcing game - users simulating
“docking” to the ISS and contributing to robotic vision algorithm research.

listed in section 1.1.3, the ACT competitions would fall under
these categories:

• to focus innovative efforts on problems for which solutions
otherwise do not seem to be forthcoming;

• to open and increase the traditional communities dealing
with certain challenges;

• to provide a transparent, equal and fair comparison differ-
ent solutions;

• to identify brightest researchers and problem solvers in
certain areas;

• to raise public attention.

3. COMPETITIONS, PRIZES AND GAMES IN THE
SERVICE OF INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER (TTP)

The mission of ESA Technology Transfer Programme (TTP)
Office is to inspire and facilitate the use of space technology,
systems and know-how for non-space applications. With the
goal of creating a full innovation support package, the TTPO
team and its network of partners offers a variety of schemes
for companies at any maturity stage throughout the innovation
chain. At first, a network of technology brokers throughout
ESA MS was established to act as a gateway for space compa-
nies to non-space sectors. As a second stage, a network of incu-
bators was set up to host and provide assistance to entrepreneurs
wishing to create a space spin-off.

Yet, over the years, the team has realised the need to rein-
force its awareness activity through the promotion of success
stories but also by fostering the birth of new ideas. Competi-
tions are a suitable tool for this. This year will mark the tenth
year anniversary since its first competition. Seven yearly com-
petitions are now taking place, some of which have become of
international standard.

3.1. Main goal of TTP competitions
The main goal of those competitions is to stimulate the use of

space technology in every day life, as well as raising awareness

to ESA and its activities, space technologies and space systems
and know-how. Thinking outside the box, re-examining appli-
cations for patents, as well as challenging fresh young minds
to critically think about space technology, are just part of the
challenges posed throughout the competitions. While the de-
velopers of a technology have a unique understanding of the
technology, it might be a challenge to come up with new appli-
cations outside their field of expertise.

Promoting entrepreneurship spirit and skills are at the core
of these activities, and by supporting these, ESA invests in the
future entrepreneurs, as well as increasing the European com-
petitiveness.

Three competitions, all centred around best business plans,
are specifically geared to students:

1. The Entrepreneurial Teams Seminars
2. The CEMS Seminar, and
3. The S2UN Challenge.

Three other events are challenging entrepreneurs around the
world

1. The ESA App Developer Camp
2. European Satellite Navigation Competition, and
3. the Copernicus Masters.

Additionally, the “Space Spin-Off Award” prize is given to
companies for the successful transfer of technology from the
space sector to ground applications.

3.2. Student competitions

3.2.1. Entrepreneurial Teams Seminars
Every year, a one-day intensive Entrepreneurial Teams sem-

inar is arranged together with TU Delft and Rotterdam School
of Management. The students are being challenged to come up
with a business case for a real space technology in only one day.
Typically, technical students have very little time to team up
with students coming from a completely different field: busi-
ness and management. Forming mixed teams encourages the
exchange of views and expertise, which results in innovative
and collaborative results.

3.2.2. CEMS Seminar
This year, ESA hosted the ninth edition to the one-week

CEMS seminar, which gives business students the chance to
work with space technology and to discover its exploitation po-
tential. CEMS is organised by ESA TTPO in cooperation with
ESA Human Spaceflights Erasmus Centre as well as the Rotter-
dam School of Management Erasmus University (RSM), and
the Community of European Management Schools (CEMS).
The participating students are divided into competing teams,
each working on the same space technology patent. They have
to complete a feasible business plan and pitch their business at
the end of the week to a jury. During the week, the students are
given lectures on entrepreneurship, technology transfer, intel-
lectual property and new venture creation.

The challenging aspect is that the teams are composed only
of business students who have to face a lot of technical jargon,
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which most of the time they cannot make sense at first. They
have to overcome their first apprehension and ask the relevant
questions to the technical staff which is there to support them.
In a week time, the teams are challenged to call potential cus-
tomers to test their interest.

3.2.3. S2UN Challenge
The Space Solutions University Challenge is an initiative de-

vised to give European students the opportunity to work with
ESA in the pursuit for non-space applications based on the
ESAs intellectual property portfolio. Aside of the similarity
with the CEMS Seminar and the Entrepreneurial Days, the
S2UN Challenge has a unique context and the time frame, in
which the students are developing their business plans. The en-
trepreneurship class students have to develop a business plan,
and, instead of working on a fictive case, TTPO offers the stu-
dents a real space technology to use. The group that develops
the most complete idea in each university is invited to travel to
ESTEC in the Netherlands to present their work in front of a
jury.[24]

3.3. Competitions For Entrepreneurs
The objective in the competitions for entrepreneurs is to stim-

ulate new business creation in order to encourage European
innovation and improve European competitiveness. The three
competitions (The ESA App Developer Camp, the ESNC and
the Copernicus Masters) have the clear objective to spread the
awareness and use of satellite data in our everyday life and fos-
ter creation of start-up companies.

3.3.1. The ESA App Developer Camp
In its second year, the App Camp saw 20 developers from

16 countries convened at ESAs ESRIN centre in Frascati, Italy.
The goal of this one-week event is to develop mobile appli-
cations (apps) using Earth-monitoring data on smartphones,
building on the possibilities offered by Europe’s Global Moni-
toring for Environment and Security (GMES) programme.

Divided into groups of four, each team has a week to cre-
ate an app under the following categories: Crowd-sourcing in
support of GMES, Games and Leisure, Land-monitoring us-
ing GIO Land, and Observe and Learn. The teams presented
their apps to a panel of ESA judges who rank the projects based
on innovation, relevance for GMES, attractiveness for intended
users, stage of development and overall presentation.

In 2013, developers of the Thermal Guidance System app
won the challenge. The group of aviation enthusiasts proposed
the use of satellite data to detect areas of high thermal updraft,
rising air currents that are responsible for keeping the planes
and gliders aloft. The app provides maps of these areas and a
3D view to assist pilots of gliders and small motorised planes,
as well as for flying unmanned aerial vehicles. Members of the
winning team were each presented with an iPad3.

App Camp participants are encouraged to submit their apps
to the Copernicus Masters’ ESA App Challenge for the chance
to win a e 10,000 cash prize, and to have the idea further de-
veloped in one of the seven ESA Business Incubation Centres,
valued at e 60,000.

3.3.2. Copernicus Masters competition
The Copernicus Masters competition (previously known as

the GMES Masters) rewards the best ideas for services, busi-
ness cases and applications based on satellite Earth observa-
tion data. The competition was originally initiated by ESA, the
Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs, the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR), and T-Systems in 2011 with endorsement of the
European Commission.

With a prize pool of e 350k in cash prizes, technical support,
data packages and business incubation, the competition aims to
foster product development and entrepreneurship in Europe.

Participants in the Copernicus Masters can choose from a to-
tal of nine Challenges covering topics such as environmental
monitoring, cloud computing, and mobile services, as well as
the innovative use of radar and very high-resolution satellite
imagery. Applicants have to submit a high-level business plan
which a jury of experts will assess.

3.3.3. European Space Navigation Competition (ESNC)
Now celebrating its 10th year anniversary, the European

Satellite Navigation Competition (ESNC) is looking for ser-
vices, products, and business innovations that use satellite nav-
igation in everyday life. Prizes worth around e 1 M will be
awarded - including special prizes from some of the most rel-
evant institutional stakeholders, such as ESA, the European
GNSS Agency (GSA), The German Aerospace Centre (DLR),
and the European Patent Office (EPO). In addition, 25 partner
regions worldwide are hosting regional challenges.

Participants are expected to propose a high-level business
plan like for the Copernicus challenge.

3.4. Showcasing successful space spin-off

Finally, ESA’s Space Spin-Off Award is given to individu-
als or an organisation that have carried out a space technology
transfer of extraordinary success with significant economic im-
pact and remarkable results in a non-space sector - and maybe
also beneficial to the Earth environment or improving quality of
life on Earth.

The main objective of these competitions is to raise aware-
ness and to stimulate the generation of ideas. Therefore ad-
ditional tools and means are provided to support competition
winners, ready to continue the innovation after the competition
stage.

3.5. Analysis of the use of competitions by the TTP
Compared to the different motivations listed in the scholarly

literature on the reasons for organisations using competitions as
listed in section 1.1.3, the competitions conducted by the TTP
fall under these categories:

• to spur the initial development of an industry;

• to focus innovative efforts on problems for which solutions
otherwise do not seem to be forthcoming;

• to open and increase the traditional communities dealing
with certain challenges;

• to raise public attention.
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4. COMPETITIONS AND PRIZES FOR ADVANCING
SYSTEM STUDIES

4.1. Lunar Robotics Challenge
The ESA Lunar Robotics Challenge (LRC) was a compe-

tition funded by ESA General Studies Programme and im-
plemented by an interdisciplinary team involving experts in
robotics, space mechanisms, Lunar exploration, communica-
tion and education activities, among other.[25, 26]

The LRC was held at the Minas de San Jos in the National
Park of Teide on the island of Tenerife, Spain. The location
was chosen early in 2008 by a joint ESA project team. The
challenge proposed to the eight participating teams consisted in
performing pre-defined tasks in Lunar-like volcanic terrain of
the site. These tasks included descending the rim of a geolog-
ical structure similar to a crater, the collection of soil samples
and the return of the vehicle with the samples to the base station
outside the crater. The tests were performed at night and with
extreme temperatures, making the challenge similar to condi-
tions a Lunar mission might face.

The competition did not have a cash prize, but the recognition
of the achievement of the winning university team as part of a
wide communication campaign on the event.

One of the main purposes of the competition was to provide
a levelled playing field to be able to compare rover mobility
solutions that can be effective in navigating a terrain that is as
challenging as the one close to the Lunar South Pole, a region
of interest for future Moon missions. This comparison would
have been almost impossible on the basis of paper descriptions
or CAD models and simulations.

The competition also allowed comparing control stations and
the interaction of the student teams with their rovers. This
might in some ways be similar to terminals that will allow astro-
nauts to interact with their robot assistants in human exploration
missions assisted by robots. While ESA has already prototyped
a number of these stations, the evaluation of imaginative and
cost-effective solutions implemented by the student teams con-
tributed additional insights.

Technically, the competition was a complete success. Built
within strict size, weight and power constraints, CESAR, the
winning rover successfully descended down the steep 40 degree
slopes of the 15 metre deep crater, collected 0.1kg of specifi-
cally selected soil then it carried it back out of the crater to the
top base station all while in darkness. From the communication
point of view, the competition was also a complete success; the
event had extensive coverage in both national and international
media.

Still there were some missing opportunities, for example
linked to the identification of a sustainable financing model that
could guarantee a regular implementation. The 2008 edition
has not been repeated afterwards. One of the aspects that was
not fully tapped into was the sponsoring of the event by inter-
ested companies. Sponsoring did occur in some cases as private
companies supported specific teams, but it was not sought sys-
tematically to support the organisation of the event itself. On
the other hand, the logistics of the competition were daunting,
and not exempt of risks related to hardware and the conditions

of the site. As a matter of fact, the organisation of the event was
also excessively centralised, relying on ESA to address all such
logistic issues, and therefore making it more difficult for the
event to be organised without such ESA support (about e 250k
were spent in terms of logistic support, travel and ESA man-
power effort, compared to the e 350k that financed the eight
university teams work.

In consequence, the LRC demonstrated to be an excellent
way to compare the effectiveness of different technical solu-
tions and to draw technical activity and large media attention
on a Lunar exploration project. In spite of this, it fell short
of providing a model that could have a more lasting effect in
training technical students and evaluating new technologies as
they become available to these university groups, to industry
and to ESA mission planners. All these issue could, however,
be overcome in case a similar technical assessment based on the
“competitive prototyping” paradigm as used e.g. in the US JSF
programme was adopted.

4.2. SysNova
SysNova is an ESA scheme funded by the General Studies

Programme for competitive evaluation of system concepts and
technologies which of potential interest for missions beyond
current programmes. One of the main purposes of the initiative
is to increase the effectiveness of research funds applied to ad-
vanced system concepts, by introducing a very demanding com-
petition schedule drawing many resources that might otherwise
be unavailable over longer study durations. Limiting the time
for the participating teams involved the initiative taps into the
often high-quality analysis nominally carried out by the indus-
trial bidders before an ESA contract is placed, which otherwise
will mostly serve the purpose of winning the ESA tender, but
will not always contribute to the technical study outcome.[27]

In SysNova, technology challenges associated to certain
crosscutting subjects e.g. exploration, “Clean Space”, future
instrument technologies etc. are proposed in an Announcement
of Opportunity (AO) for industry to put forward their design
solutions. The scheme is based on the definition of high-level
requirements (e.g. for a certain mission performance), leaving
open to industry the technical solution to address them. This
represents a departure with respect to conventional feasibility
studies, in which a set of system and mission requirements and
a work breakdown is defined by ESA.

The AO proposes challenges in technical areas that are con-
sidered of interest for ESA technology strategy, but not yet
addressed in a similar way by any planned mission or pro-
gramme. Examples in the 2012 AO include areas such as in-
space propulsion, autonomy, life support and energy systems.
These have been identified as enabling technologies in the ex-
ploration cross-cutting subject by ESA management, but in all
cases, beyond current programmes plans.

The technical solutions identified by study teams composed
by experts from both academia and industry is compared with a
competition scheme. The study is relatively short in time (about
5 months, including bid evaluation and contract initiation) and
the work done during the bidding period (8 weeks) and under
ESA contract (also 8 weeks) is all considered part of it, with the
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tender evaluation board as a kind of Mid-Term Review between
the two phases. In this way, ESA matches industry’s invest-
ment. The total short time from AO definition to response gives
ESA a good, fast turn-around, concept assessment tool. This is
made possible thanks to a pre-defined schedule and setup, and
is made available to all ESA interested users, for them to define
scenarios and challenges according to their needs.

The outcome studies and the different solutions proposed by
the study teams are compared at the Final Review, and a win-
ning team is nominated. After the Final Review, the consortia
are invited to identify -in their proposed roadmaps- technology
activities for consideration by ESA’s technology programmes.

The first SysNova Announcement of Opportunity focussed
on technologies required for the controlled modification of the
orbit and attitude of a man-made (i.e. space debris) or natural
(i.e. an asteroid) object in space, the guidance problems to small
objects (debris, faint asteroids etc) and the systems enabling
life support beyond Low Earth Orbit all the way to interplan-
etary space environment. Four concrete challenges have been
proposed, out of which 3 have been addressed by the indus-
trial responses. Five of such responses were selected by ESA
and supported by a contract (e 100k) for study until the final
review.

The technical challenges are briefly described below:
SysNova AO 2012 Technology Challenges

• Orbit modification of and Earth-bound artificial object by
contact-less means i.e. changing orbital elements by a cer-
tain amount for an object of given characteristics.

• Small asteroid orbit modification by contact-less means; as
in the previous case, but in interplanetary space and con-
sidering a 5-m asteroid as target.

• Double asteroid orbit modification by kinetic impact. The
challenge was to find, target and displace a body of given
physical characteristics which is part of a binary system.

• A system capable of sustaining animal life in the interplan-
etary space environment for 1 year for in-situ analysis.

The results are characterised by a very high quality standard
and very good level of detail in three aspects of the system
concept assessments: physical and technical principles, system
solution and technology roadmap. Such thoroughness and ac-
curacy normally corresponds to studies with a budget twice or
three times larger, when considering assessment of concepts be-
yond ESA programmes.

The winning concept of the first SysNova edition in 2012, Po-
litecnico Milano, GMV and Thales Alenia Space) addressed the
first challenge, and provided design solution for demonstration
of the use of chemical propulsion for transfer of momentum to
a uncooperative target, for orbit adjustment and remote attitude
control.

4.3. Analysis of the use of competitions by the GSP

Compared to the different motivations listed in the scholarly
literature on the reasons for organisations using competitions as

listed in section 1.1.3, the competitions conducted by the ESA
General Studies Programme fall under these categories:

• to spur the initial development of an industry;

• to focus innovative efforts on problems for which solutions
otherwise do not seem to be forthcoming;

• to open and increase the traditional communities dealing
with certain challenges;

• to provide a transparent, equal and fair comparison differ-
ent solutions; and

• to raise public attention.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Prizes, competitions and games represent attractive, comple-
mentary means for advanced space technology and research,
technology transfer and system studies. The successful use
of these tools requires novel, unconventional approaches and
a thorough preparation. The space sector is particularly suited
for such tools given its attractiveness, the high visibility and the
benefit of opening up an otherwise rather closed sector.

The recent, renewed interest in competitions and prizes is
starting to provide valuable data on the effectiveness of these
tools to foster innovation. These data are expected to provide
the necessary basis for a thorough scholarly debate on suitable
decision parameter for the choice of these tools compared to
traditional grant-based mechanisms. We have added another
evidence to the still scarce amount of literature on the use of
games as an innovation and research tool.
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